Abstract-Scavenging the idling computation resources at the enormous number of mobile devices will provide a new platform for implementing mobile cloud computing and thereby alleviate traffic congestion in core networks. The vision can be realized by mobile cooperative computing, referred to simply as co-computing. In this paper, we consider a co-computing system where a user offloads computation of input-data to a helper. To minimize the user's energy consumption, the helper controls the offloading process based on a predicted CPU-idling profile, displaying timevarying spare computation resources. Assume the helper has a large buffer for storing the offloaded data. The derived solution for the optimal offloading control has an interesting graphical interpretation as follows. In the plane of user's co-computable bits (by offloading) versus time, based on helper's CPU-idling profile, a so called offloading feasibility region can be constructed constraining the range of offloaded bits at any time instant. Given the region, the optimal offloading is shown to be achieved by the well-known "string-pulling" strategy, graphically referring to pulling a string across the region. The solution approach is further extended to the case where the helper has a small buffer, via constructing an offloading feasibility tunnel based on the helper's CPU-idling profile and buffer size. Furthermore, we prove that the problem of optimal data partitioning for offloading and local computing at the user is convex, admitting a simple solution using the sub-gradient method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Harnessing the enormous amount of spare computation resources distributed at a large population of edge devices is envisioned to be a solution for delivering low-latency mobile cloud computing as well as alleviating network congestion. The vision has been driving extensive research on developing relevant technologies under various names such as edge computing and fog computing [1] . One technology for materializing the vision is mobile cooperative computing, called co-computing hereafter, referring to the cooperation between mobiles in computing by sharing computation resources and thereby improving their utilizations. In this paper, we consider a co-computing system and investigate the energyefficient peer-to-peer (P2P) computation offloading policies for opportunistically exploiting time-varying spare computation resources at mobiles.
Mobile edge computation offloading (MECO) refers to offloading computation-intensive tasks from mobiles to servers located at base stations (BSs) or access points (APs) for mobile energy savings and latency reduction. Energy-efficient MECO policies have been studied for both single-user [2] - [5] and multiuser systems [6] - [9] . For point-to-pint offloading, the optimal decision on offload or not is made in [2] building on energy-efficient designs for controlling the CPU frequency for local computing and transmission rate for offloading. The mobile energy savings can be further enhanced via powering the mobile by wireless energy transfer in [3] . By program partitioning, partial offloading can be designed for live (incomputing) data prefetching [4] and optimization using integer programming [5] . For multiuser MECO, new design issues have been addressed including the joint radio-and-computation resource allocation [6] , [7] and server scheduling [8] , [9] .
MECO relies on dedicated servers at BSs and APs. However, the exponentially growth of IoT and mobile devices and their generated computation traffic will soon exhaust the servers' capacities as well as incur overwhelming communication overhead. On the other hand, latest mobile devices, especially smartphones and laptop computers, are equipped with multi-core processors and have computation power comparable with normal servers. Scavenging the excessive computing resources in massive idling mobile devices drives current active research on co-computing [10] - [12] . In particular, an online algorithm is proposed in [10] for implementing cocomputing and result sharing to achieve the optimal energyand-traffic tradeoff. Schemes are proposed in [11] to stimulate peers to share computation resource. Last, peer-to-peer cocomputing can be efficiently implemented using the mature D2D communication technology as proposed in [12] .
In this work, we contribute to the area of mobile cocomputing by addressing two new issues. The first is how to opportunistically scavenge the time-varying spare computation resources at mobiles. Let a helper refer to a cooperative mobile sharing computation resources with peers. One key characteristic of co-computing overlooked by prior work is that a helper assigns a higher priority for computing local tasks and their random arrivals result in time variations in the spare computation resources.
The second issue not yet addressed in prior work is that the non-causal information on the time profile of available computation resources can be exploited by a helper to control the offloading rates of a user, so as to simultaneously optimize the resource utilization and reduce the transmissionenergy consumption. Acquiring such information is feasible by leveraging advancements in two areas, namely CPU profiling and CPU-utilization prediction using techniques such as linear regression and graphical models for short-term prediction (e.g., 25 s), and machine learning for long-term prediction [13] . The availability of these technologies motivates the current design to exploit non-causal CPU-state information for improving the energy-efficiency of co-computing. In this paper, we consider a co-computing system comprising one helper and one user, both are equipped with a single antenna. Assume the user has one-shot computation input data arrival. Given a computation deadline, the user offloads partial input data to a helper for co-computing. The helper has noncausal knowledge of its CPU-idling profile, referring to the spare computation resource modeled by a fixed monotoneincreasing curve in the plane of co-computable bits versus time [see Fig. 2(b) ]. Based on the profile, channel state and localcomputing parameters sent by the user, the helper optimizes the offloading process of the user, formulated as the problems of energy-efficient adaptive offloading and data partitioning on the assumption of a large buffer. The resultant optimal offloading solution has the following graphical interpretation. In the plane of user's co-computable bits versus time, an offloading feasibility region can be constructed based on the helper's CPU-idling profile. Given the region, the optimal strategy for adaptive offloading is found to be the one that pulls a string (shortest path) across the region. This solution approach is further extended to the case where the helper has a small buffer. Interestingly, an offloading feasibility tunnel can be constructed according to the helper's profile and buffer size, allowing the use of the said string-pulling approach. In addition, building on the solution for adaptive offloading, the master problem of data partitioning (for local computing and offloading) to achieve the minimum user's energy consumption is proved to be convex, allowing solution using the simple subgradient method.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the co-computing system in Fig. 1 , comprising one user and one helper both equipped with single antenna. The helper operates at a constant CPU frequency but with intermittent local-computing tasks. The user is required to finish a computation task with one-shot input-data arrival before a deadline T . To reduce energy consumption, the user adaptively offloads partial data to the helper for co-computing and computes the rest locally, based on the control policy computed at the helper.
Helper's CPU-Idling Profile: The helper is modeled as follows. The CPU-idling profile is defined as the user's data (in bits) that can be computed by the helper in the duration t ∈ [0, T ], which is denoted as U bit (t). To express the profile, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , let E = {E 1 , E 2 } denote the helper-CPU's event space, where E 1 and E 2 denote the events that Helper's CPU-idling profile the helper-CPU changes the state from busy-to-idle and from idle-to-busy, respectively. The helper's CPU process can be then defined as the time instants for a sequence of helper-CPU events 
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T andk(t) = max{k : Fig. 2(b) . Observe from the figure that the profile can be also represented by a sequence {U bit,1 , U bit,2 , · · · }, with U bit,k = U bit (s k ). It is assumed that the helper has non-causal knowledge of the profile via mentioned techniques of CPU profiling and utilization prediction and furthermore reserve a Q-bit buffer for storing the offloaded data before processing by the CPU. The buffer is called large or small depending on if the buffer size is larger or smaller than the total number of offloaded bits.
Models of Local Computing and Offloading: Consider local computing at the user. Let f denote the constant CPU frequency at the user. As shown in Fig. 1 , the user offloads -bit data to the helper and computes the remaining (L− )-bit using its local CPU. Due to the deadline constraint, the local computing should satisfy:
It follows that the user should offload at least
and (x) + = max{x, 0}. Following the practical model in [14] , each CPU cycle consumes the energy of P cyc = γf 2 where γ is a constant determined by the switched capacitance. As such, (L − )CP cyc gives energy consumption for local computing at the user. For offloading, let = [ 1 , 2 , · · · , K ] denote the vector of transmitted data bits where k is the offloaded data size in epoch k. Since constant-rate transmission within each epoch is energy efficient [15] , the offloading rate in epoch k, denoted by r k , is fixed as r k = k /τ k . Let p k represent the transmission power in epoch k, the achievable transmission rate r k (in bit/s) is r k = W log 2 1 +
where h is the fixed channel gain, W the bandwidth, and N 0 the variance of complex-white-Gaussian noise. Thus, the energy consumption of the user for offloading k -bit data in epoch k is given as
The offloaded data is assumed to be firstly stored in the helper's buffer and then fetched to the CPU for co-computing. Since co-computing can be performed only during helper-CPU idle epochs, let T end and K = k(T end ) denote the actual completion time and corresponding epoch index with T end ≤ T and K =K (or K − 1) depending on whether the last epoch is idle (or busy). Note that the idling CPU resource can only be utilized in realtime which means a CPU cycle available now cannot be used in the future, referred to as the CPU real-time constraint in the sequel. Let d k ( k ) denote the computed data size at the helper-CPU during epoch k and B k the remaining data size at the end of epoch k with B 0 = 0. Under the CPU real-time computing, d k ( k ) and B k evolve as
is the computable data size in epoch k and (a k τ k f h /C) is the available CPU resource. Based on the above definitions, a feasible co-computing strategy should satisfy the following constraints: 1) Deadline constraint: The offloaded -bit data should be computed within the deadline:
2) Buffer constraint: Buffer overflow is prohibited and thus:
Consider that the user has L-bit input-data arrival at time t = 0 and the helper has a large buffer for storing the offloaded data, referring to the case where Q ≥ L. The problem of energy-efficient co-computing is formulated as two sub-problems as follows.
1) Slave Problem of Adaptive Offloading:
Assume that the user offloads -bit to the helper. The slave problem aims at minimizing the user's transmission energy under the deadline constraint, formulated as:
where ≥ 0 means that k ≥ 0 for all k. Let { * k } solve Problem P1 and thus specify the optimal offloading strategy.
2) Master Problem of Data Partitioning: Given E off ( ), the master problem partitions the L-bit data for local computing and offloading. Under the criterion of minimum user's energy consumption, the problem can be formulated as below:
+ min ≤ ≤ L, where + min enforces the deadline for local computing. IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT ADAPTIVE OFFLOADING In this section, assuming a large buffer at the helper, we present a tractable approach for solving the complex Problem P1, by defining an offloading feasibility region and using it as the tool to derive the string-pulling policy for energyefficient offloading. The solution approach is further modified to account for the case where the helper has a small buffer.
Observe that Problem P1 is feasible if and only if the offloaded data size is no larger than the maximum helper-CPU resource, i.e., ≤ U bit,K . To simplify the derivation, we first solve Problem P1 conditioned on full-utilization of helper-CPU, namely = U bit,K . Then, the solution is modified for the case of underutilization, namely < U bit,K .
A. Full-Utilization of Helper-CPU
The design approach consists of constructing an offloading feasibility region and pulling a string (shortest path) over the region as follows.
1) Offloading Feasibility Region: To define the region, we first derive the constraints that specify the boundary of the region. For the current case, one key observation is that, to meet the deadline constraint, the feasible solution should utilize all the helper-CPU's idle epochs. Mathematically, this introduces a set of helper's CPU real-time constraints on the computed bits in each epoch d k ( k ) as follows.
for k = 1, · · · , K. Combining (5) with the remaining bits for computing, namely
Each of the above constraint specifies the minimum accumulated offloaded data size at a particular time instant. Let an offloading policy be specified by a sequence of offloaded bits for different epochs:
Then the offloading feasibility region is defined as the set of feasible offloading policies under the constraints in (6) and deadline. Mathematically, (Offloading Feasibility Region)
Graphically, the set of constraints in (6) depicts the floor of the region which is the helper's CPU-idling profile and the ceiling is bounded by the total offloaded data size. Since constant-rate transmission within each epoch is optimal, the definition of the offloading feasibility region can be plotted in the plane of number of bits versus time as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Using the said region, Problem P1 can be equivalently transformed into Problem P3.
It is easy to prove that Problem P3 is a convex optimization problem which can be solved by the Lagrange method. Instead, using the defined offloading feasibility region, we show that the optimal policy has a "string-pulling" structure in the sequel. Before the derivation, we offer a remark introducing "string-pulling" transmission control.
Remark 1 (General "String-Pulling" Transmission Control). The well-know class of "string-pulling" policies for adapting transmissions arises from two simple facts.
1) Given data and time duration, the constant-rate transmission is energy efficient, corresponding to a straight-line segment in the throughput-time plane.
2) The transmission energy is a convex increasing function of the rate.
Time-varying transmission constraints, such as random energy or data arrivals, create a feasibility region/tunnel in the said plane. Given the above facts, a control policy for energy efficient or throughput maximal transmission is reflected as a "pulled string" across the region/tunnel [16] - [18] .
2) Optimal String-Pulling Policy: The offloading policy that solves Problem P3 is shown to belong to the class of string-pulling policy in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Energy-Efficient Offloading Policy). In the offloading feasibility region, the energy-efficient transmission policy * forms a shortest path connecting the starting and ending points, i.e., (0, 0) and (T end , ). Specifically, the corresponding optimal offloading rate in each epoch, r * k = * k /τ k , satisfies the following necessary and sufficient conditions.
1) The offloading rate decreases monotonically.
2) The offloading rate can decrease only when the helper-CPU changes to enter the busy state. In this case, the bits of offloaded data equals the helper's CPU-idling profile at the time instant, e.g., at time s k , it has k j=1 j = U bit,k . Mathematically, let r * n with n = 1, 2, · · · N denote the optimal rate where N is the number of constant rates. The offloading policy is optimal if and only if it satisfies
k is determined by the following: for n = 1, 2, · · · N,
k 0 = 0 and U bit,0 = 0, where k n < K is the epoch index denoting that the optimal offloading rate changes from r * n to r * n+1 at time instant s kn and k n = K means that it keeps the rate of r * n from time s kn−1 to the deadline. The shortest path in Proposition 1 is equivalent to a string pulled from the same starting to the same ending point across the offloading feasibility region as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The result can be proved by showing that the optimal offloading policy satisfies the facts specified in Remark 1. The details are straightforward and omitted for brevity.
There exist a generic algorithm for finding a shortest path such as that in Proposition 1 [16] . The key idea is to recursively find the set of tuning time instants and the slopes of path segments (offloading rates in the current case) between the time instants. The details are omitted due to limited space.
B. Underutilization of Helper CPU
This case is desirable in two scenarios. First, the spare CPU resource at the helper is rich such that its full utilization may not be necessary or even possible. Second, under-utilizing the helper's CPU can allow more transmission time for the user and thereby reduce the transmission energy especially when the channel is unfavorable. For such scenarios, the offloaded bits is below the helper's spare CPU capacity.
The corresponding optimal offloading strategy can be designed by extending the solution approach for the full-utilization counterpart. This essentially involves defining an effective offloading feasibility region with a lower floor with respect to (w.r.t.) the original one in (7) . See the details below.
The key step in modifying the previous solution approach is the definition of an effective offloading feasibility region. Recall the CPU real-time constraint, namely that a CPU cycle available now cannot be used in the future. Then, given the helper's CPU-idling profile U bit,K and the total offloaded -bit for co-computing, the amount of underutilized CPU resource, measured by the accumulated unused computable bits in each epoch, cannot exceed ∆( ) = (U bit,K − )-bit. Otherwise, computing the -bit of offloaded data by the deadline is infeasible. Mathematically,
gives the bits computed in epoch j as defined earlier. Combing the constraints with the property of accumulated computed bits:
which can be observed from (2), yields the bounds on the accumulated computed bits:
for k = 1, · · · , K − 1. Using (8) and given a large buffer, we define an effective offloading feasibility region for constraining the process of accumulated offloaded bits, { k j=1 j }, as:
(Effective Offloading Feasibility Region)
The effective region can be constructed by shifting downwards the full-utilization counterpart G( ) in (7) by (U bit,K − ) and then cutting regions where the number of bits is below 0. Next, one important property of the defined offloading feasibility region is stated in the lemma below. Lemma 1. Assume the helper has a large buffer. For the case of underutilization, the energy-efficient transmission policy exists in the effective offloading feasibility regionḠ( ).
∈Ḡ( ).
Problem P4 has the same form as Problem P3 and only differs in the definitions of offloading feasibility region. Thus, Problem P4 can be solved using the same "string-pulling" approach as in Section IV-A.
C. Extension: Small Buffer at the Helper
The derivation in the preceding sub-sections assumes a large buffer at the helper. In this sub-section, we discuss the approach for extending the results to the case of small buffer. The current problem, denoted as Problem P5, can be modified from the large-buffer counterpart, Problem P1, by adding the buffer constraints in (4). The main idea of the solution approach is to replace the offloading feasibility region with a new offloading feasibility tunnel accounting for the buffer constraint.
The key idea of the solution approach for this case is to define the offloading feasibility tunnel accounting for the small buffer.
To this end, we derive the constraints that specify the floor and ceiling of the tunnel. First, similar to Section IV-A, the deadline constraint imposes the constraints on the minimum accumulated offloaded data size as in (6), specifying the tunnel floor. Next, substituting the helper's CPU real-time constraints in (5) into the buffer constraint in (4) leads to
which imposes the maximum accumulated offloaded data size at each time instant. Then, the offloading feasibility tunnel, denoted by T ( ), is defined as the set of feasible offloading policies under constraints in (6) and (10), given as (Offloading Feasibility Tunnel)
The graphical illustration for the tunnel is given in Fig. 4 .
Observe that compared with the offloading feasibility region shown in Fig. 4 , the current tunnel has a ceiling with an offset of buffer size from the floor. This can potentially increase the transmission energy (the length of the pulled string) due to extra constraints (the ceiling). Thus, Problem P5 for the current case can be transformed to the one that replaces the constraints with the offloading feasibility tunnel. Similar to Section IV-A, the corresponding optimal offloading policy can be computed by the stringpulling approach as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
2) Underutilization of Helper CPU [ < U bit,K ]: For this case, computing the optimal policy is intractable and poses a potentially NP-hard problem. The main difficulty lies in determining 1) the epochs where the helper-CPU should be underutilized and 2) the corresponding numbers of unused CPU cycles. However, sub-optimal policies can be designed e.g., one that postpones the CPU co-computing to allow more transmission time for filling up the buffer. Designing such polices, however, are outside the scope of this paper.
V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT DATA PARTITIONING
The direct derivation for the energy-efficient data partitioning in Problem P2 is intractable due to the lack of closed-form expression for the minimum transmission energy, i.e., E off ( ), which can only be computed by searching for the energyefficient policy satisfying the structures given in Proposition 1. To overcome this difficulty, in this section, Problem P2 is proved to be a convex optimization problem, allowing the optimal solution to be computed by a sub-gradient method.
First, to guarantee that the adaptive offloading and local computing are feasible, the offloaded data size should satisfy:
Therefore, Problem P2 is feasible if and only if + min ≤ U bit,K . Next, let (1) and (2) denote two offloaded data sizes. One important property of the effective offloading feasibility region is presented below.
Sketch of Proof: It can be proved by showing that for offloaded data size λ (1) + (1 − λ) (2) , the constructed policy λ (1) + (1 − λ) (2) satisfies the constraints in the offloading feasibility regionḠ(λ (1) + (1 − λ) (2) ).
Using Lemma 2, the convexity of the function E off ( ) is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3 (Convexity of Minimum Transmission-Energy Function). The function of minimum transmission energy, E off ( ), is a convex function w.r.t . 2) ). Using this lemma, it can be easily verified that Problem P2 is a convex problem. Directly applying KKT conditions yields the key result of this section in the following proposition.
Sketch of Proof
Proposition 2 (Energy-Efficient Data Partitioning). Given the computation load L and deadline T at the user, the energyefficient data-partitioning policy solving Problem P2 is: * = max
where 0 is the solution for E off ( 0 ) = CP cyc and E off ( ) denotes the first derivative of E off ( ).
Although the function E off ( ) has no closed form, 0 in Proposition 2 can be easily computed via the sub-gradient method, yielding the optimal data partitioning using the formula in the proposition.
Last, E off ( ) can be lower-bounded by
Combining it with Proposition 2 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (Minimum Offloading is Optimal). Given the computation load L and deadline T at the user, if it satisfies that T end f −1 (CP cyc h 2 ) ≤ + min , the optimal data partitioned for offloading is * = + min . The above corollary suggests that when the user has small local computing energy consumption or a bad channel, the minimum offloading i.e., * = + min is the most energy efficient. While for the user with a high channel gain, the transmission energy is still significantly affected by the offloading feasibility region. In this case, the full offloading, i.e., * = L, is preferred when the helper-CPU has a long idle duration.
Last, it is worth mentioning that the above approach of optimal data partitioning can be applied to the case of small buffer only if a sub-optimal offloading policy for the case of CPU underutilization (see Section IV-C2) leads to a convex energy consumption function as in Proposition 2.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation parameters are set as follows unless specified otherwise. First, the computation deadline is set as T = 0.1 s. For local computing, the CPU frequency is f = 1 GHz. The required number of CPU cycles per bit is C = 500 cycle/bit and each CPU cycle consumes energy P cyc = 10 −10 J with γ = 10 −28 . For offloading, the channel gain between the user and helper is set as h = 10 −6 , the bandwidth B = 1 MHz and the variance of complex-white-Gaussian-channel noise N 0 = 10 −10 W. Next, for the helper, assume it has a large buffer and its CPU frequency is f h = 5 GHz. The helper-CPU state alternates between idle and busy. Both the idle and busy intervals follow independent exponential distributions where the expected busy interval fixed as 0.02 s and the expected idling interval being a variable.
We evaluate the performance of computing probability and average user energy consumption. Specifically, computing probability is defined as the probability that the user finishes the given computation load via simultaneous offloading and local computing. For comparison, a benchmark policy is considered, for which the P2P transmission rate follows the helper's CPU-idling profile and the data partitioning is optimized using the sub-gradient algorithm. Fig. 5(a) shows the curves of computing probability versus the expected helper-CPU idling interval. One can observe that the computing probability increases when the user has the decreasing computing load L or the increasing idling interval. Moreover, computing probability grows at a higher rate when the helper has a relatively small expected CPU idling interval. The curves of the user's average energy consumption versus the expected helper-CPU idling intervals are plotted in Fig. 5(b) . First, the energy consumption is monotone-decreasing with the growing of helper-CPU idling interval since it allows the user to reduce the transmission rate for reducing transmission energy. However, the energy consumption saturates when the expected helper-CPU idling interval is large. Next, it is observed that the optimal policy achieves substantially higher energy savings compared with the benchmark policy by exploiting the helper-CPU busy intervals for P2P transmission.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have derived optimal policies for enabling energy-efficient co-computing between a helper and a user, consisting the operations of computation offloading and local computing. Based on non-causal state information on the helper's CPU, we have developed a solution approach where the policy for optimal offloading can be graphically interpreted as pulling a string across the defined offloading feasibility region (tunnel). Moreover, the optimal policy for data partitioning for the two operations can be computed by solving a convex optimization problem using a simple technique e.g., sub-gradient search. This work can be extended to several interesting directions, such as the online policy design and multiuser co-computing. 
